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SIDDHARTA1) 

What why ? how ?

D
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sGoal: measure the shift and broadening of X 
ray transition energies in light kaonic atoms D

D
s
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What, why..  ?                                                                 how ?

SD

ray transition energies in light kaonic atoms.
The ground state is affected by the
strong interaction between the kaon and the
nucleus.  are input for effective Scint

K-

SD

X

Scint


e-

theories in low energy QCD

e+

Triple coincidence:   
SDDX * ScintK * ScintK K+

New X-ray detectors (SDD silicon drift detectors)
 timing capability background

suppression
 excellent energy resolution

E (2-1) el.mag. = 6.480 keV   

excellent energy resolution
 high efficiency, large solid angle
 performance in accelerator environment1s level shifted and broadened

1) Silicon Drift Detectors for Hadronic Atom Research with Timing Application
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Hadronic atoms 

_ _
Objects of type  (K  X),  ( X)  with X = p, d, 3He, 4He,..     or   K     p He

B d l i ll bi di ll kBound electromagnetically,  binding well known
Strong interaction (mediated by QCD)   modify binding

 decay of object

in some cases: small perturbation
 energy shift and width can be related to T-matrix elements at threshold 
(Deser type formulas)(Deser type formulas) 

compare to results from low energy scattering experiments2

Low energy phenomena in strong interaction can not be described in terms of
quarks and gluons instead effective theories are used (they have some degreesquarks and gluons, instead effective theories are used (they have some degrees
of freedom)

2 problems: extrapolation to E=0 and quality of old experimental data2 problems: extrapolation to E=0  and quality of old experimental data
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Theory and experiment

Chiral perturbation theory was successful in describing
systems like H, but can not be used for KH. Main reason is the
presence of the (1405) resonance only 25 MeV below thresholdpresence of the (1405) resonance only 25 MeV below threshold.

There exist non-perturbative coupled channel techniques which are able to
generate the (1405) dynamically as a Kbar N quasibound state and as a 

tt i d t

resonance in the  channel

scattering data
Effective field theories atomic X ray data

energy, width of resonances

.. need input from experimental data

.. aim at accomodating all experimental evidenceg

High precision low-energy-QCD results can be compared with
experimental dataexperimental data
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Scattering lengths 
_

With a a standing for the I=0 1 S wave KN complex scattering lengths in the isospin limit (m = m ) With a0, a1 standing for the I=0,1 S-wave KN complex scattering lengths in the isospin limit (md = mu), 
being the reduced mass of the K-p system, and neglecting isospin-breaking corrections, the Deses relation
reads: 

… a linear combination of the isospin
scattering lengths a0 and a1
to disentangle them, also the
kaonic deuterium scattering length is needed
(contains a different combination of a0 a1( 0 1
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Deuterium: expected values
Compilation of predicted K- d scattering lengths ad and corresponding experimental values 1s and 1s 
calculated from eq. 1

ad [fm] 1s [eV] 1s [eV] Reference

-1.48 + i 1.22 818 724 Shevchenko 2012 „one-pole“  [7]

-1.51 + i 1.23 829 715 Shevchenko 2012 „two-pole“  [7]

-1.46 + i 1.08 779 650 Meißner 2011 b)  [1]

-1.49 + i 0.98 767 578 Shevchenko 2011 „one-pole“ [4]

-1.57 + i 1.11 818 618 Shevchenko 2011 „two-pole“ [4]1.57  i 1.11 818 618 Shevchenko 2011 „two pole   [4]

-1.42 + i 1.09 769 674 Gal 2007  [5]

-1.66 + i 1.28 884 665 Meißner 2006   [6]

Modified Deser formula next-to-leading order in isospin breaking (Meißner, Raha, Rusetsky 2004a)
(c reduced mass of K-d )

[1]  M. Döring, U.-G. Meißner, Phys. Lett. B 704 (2011) 663

a) U.-G. Meißner, U.Raha, A.Rusetsky, Eur. phys. J. C35 (2004) 349
b) The precision of ad is quoted to be ~25%

[4]  N.V. Shevchenko, arXiv:1103.4974v2 [nucl-th] (2011)
[5]  A. Gal, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A22 (2007) 226
[6]  U.-G.  Meißner, U. Raha, A. Rusetsky, Eur. phys. J. C47 (2006) 473
[7]  N.V. Shevchenko, arXiv:1201.3173v1 [nucl-th] (2012)



The experimental challenge
to do low energy X ray spectroscopy at an accelerator...  to do low energy X ray spectroscopy at an accelerator

The radiation environment produces a lot of charge in Si detectors (dE > 150 keV)The radiation environment produces a lot of charge in Si detectors (dE  150 keV)

„Beam background“ Touschek- Babha- and beam-gas-scattering, 
stray high-energy e± => e.m. showers.  not correlated to charged kaon pairs:    
(1) id t l “(1) „accidentals“

,  e from K decay; , ,.. from K- absorption, kaonic X rays from K- wallstops,  e  from K decay;  , ,.. from K absorption, kaonic X rays from K wallstops
synchronous background – has trigger signal – remains in triggered setup
(2) kaonic X-ray lines
(3) continous kaon correlated background

S: Signal B: backgroundS: Signal, B: background, 
T: trigger rate, 
ST : signal per trigger
t: coincidence width
A: accidental rate )(

/
T

T

BAtT
STBS





BT: background in ROI, per trigger (lines+continous)
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XExperimental 
setup



e-

Scintillator

e+

Ksetup

Scintillator
ee

K+

2 scintillators2 scintillators
remote controlled
mechanism to remove
during calibrations
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Data analysis
Data aquisition:Data aquisition:

- energies and detector numbers of X ray hits
- event id-number, time-tag
fif a kaontrigger happend:    - the time correlation between X-ray and kaon

- the kaon detector parameters
- DAFNE beam-current values

From this we derive in off-line analysis:

- the kaondetector TOF to discriminate against MIPS
- kaondetector position information from the timedifference of the PMs at both endskaondetector position information from the timedifference of the PMs at both ends
- sdd rates (e.g. counts during last second)
- kaon rates ( -- „ --)
- number of hits without vs. hits with kaon coincidence
- multiplicity of hits

k X- kaons per X-ray

Analysis tasks:y

- periodically calibrate the >100 individual detectors (gain alignment),  discard ‚bad‘ ones
- determine the energy resolution (response shape) of the summed detectors

fit the spectrum with signal components background lines and continous background- fit the spectrum with signal-components, background lines and continous background
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Calibration
every ~ 6h calibration run with X-ray tube + beam summed spectrum of 1 calibration run ~ 100 detectorsy y

Ti K

Cu K

Cu K

Ti: Ka1,2  Kb
Mn: Ka1,2
Fe: Ka1,2  Kb
Cu: Ka1,2  Kb escKa, escKb
Z K 1 2 Kb

summed spectrum of 1 calibration run ~ 100 detectors

Ti K

Cu KZn: Ka1,2  Kb
Au: La1,2

Fe K

Fe K
Mn K

Au L
Zn
K

keV

in 10 min enough counts on each of the 133 detectors !
derive ADC channel of Ti K and Cu K position
calibrate each (channel => keV)
fit with gaussians

excellent statistics, many lines identifyable

deviation from pure gaussian shape !
different approximations possible.
Here:  convolution of with exponential tails:

automatically select detectors using resolution- and
chisquare cuts

p

zi =  wi-j yj

N exp( – k -) k < 0   
wk =        1 –  k = 0

N exp( – k +)   k > 0   
 wk = 1
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Calibration cont‘d
selftrigger spectrum

Cu K

gain slightly changing with detector rate
and with presence of large signals

=> used X-ray tube DURING beam Au L

selftrigger spectrum,
continous background subtracted



studied rate dependance by varying X ray tube intensity

final energy adjustment at exact data-taking conditions
possible by looking atpossible by looking at
a) the selftriggerspectra => Cu, Au 
fluorescense lines excited by background < 1 eV
b) the coincidence spectra = kaonic lines from wallstopps KC,..
 ~ 2 eV

Cu K

Fe K

Zn KFe K

energy (keV)
Remark on the response shape of the SDDs

consider edge effects
charge transport depends on distance from anode
sum of gauss functions is not a gauss function
(adding different resolutions)
=> measured response understood

FWHM @ Cu K = 174 eV 
consistant with X-tube
measurement (with low
intens.)

=> measured response understood

most precise response-shape from low rate X-tube measurement
position of Cu K~ slightly
shifted as compared to the
periodic X-tube calibrations
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Coincidence datakaon
correlated accidentals

hydrogeny g

K correlated background:

decay secondaries from K+, K-

Region of
kaonic
hydrogen

K- absorption secondaries
K- kaonic X-rays, wallstops, gasstops

K lines

accidentals
(normalized)

kaon correl. accidental background:

electromagnetic showers resulting
from lost e+ e-

deuterium

acc. 

kaon correl.
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yields from theory:

Fit model for the signal

Jensen

Khigh

yields from theory:
(shift and width: this exp.)Transition unshifted

energy
(keV)

KH (2-1) 6.480
KH (3 1) 7 677

its
)

KH (3-1) 7.677
KH (4-1) 8.096
KH (5-1) 8.299
KH (6-1) 8.395
KH (7-1) 8.458

(2
-1

)

(3
-1

)

ns
ity

(a
rb

.u
ni

( )
... ...
KH (inf.) 8.634

in
te

Koike

overlapped distributions !

Intensity ratios not known precisely
=> fixing would introduce theory

Koikedependance

the individual intensities of the high
transitions have large fit errors

5 fitparameters:  
I4 = yield(4→1) 
I5 = yield(5→1) 
I6 = yield(6→1) 

..influence shift and width

=> focuse fit on K K, 
Khigh transitions influence only via 

(2
-1

) (3
-1

)

6
I7 = yield(7→1) 
I8 = yield(8→1)

keV

their low energy tail (overlap)
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Khigh

P=4.0
Q=0.5

iterative fit

step 1:  
with all transition energies coupled, fit: I1,I2,I3,I4,I5,I6,I7,I8,  

parametrized Khigh for various P,Q

step 2:
fix  positions of Khigh, (E4,..E8 ) 
using  from previous step, fit again

P=4.5
Q=0 5

step 3:
resume at step 2

after a few loops consistancy for all transitions !

keV

alternatively:

Q=0.5

y

parametrization of
Khigh yields

y(i→1) / y(P → 1) = Q abs(i-P)

keV

y(i→1) / y(P → 1) = Q ( )

Ihigh total intensity of Khigh

Fit: I1,I2,Ihigh,P,Q,  

P=5.0
Q=0.5

keV
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Fit of the data

4)5)
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X ray spectrum for coincidence time-gate.
continous background fit component is subtracted

Transition Energy

background lines
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Transition Energy
(keV)

KC (6-5) 5.545
KO (7-6) 6.007
KN (6-5) 7.596

Pb
L  K

N
 (

KC

K
C

 (6

KA
l

K
N

 (6
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)Ti
K

A
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L 

Cu K 8.04
KC (7-5) 8.888
KO (6-5) 9.965
KC (5-4) 10.217
KAl (9-7) 10.435

K
A

l(
8-

7)

K K K

intensities from simultaneous
fit of the deuterium data,
where the lines stand clear. 

( )

X ray energy (keV)K K Khigh
kaonic hydrogen
K transitions

kaonic hydrogen:
shift=  283 ± 36 ± 6 eV    width = 541 ± 89 ± 22 eV 

fit with Khigh parametrization:
> ield ma at P 5 3 + 0 97=>   yield max at P = 5.3 +- 0.97

yield ratio:    Q = 0.42 +- 0.28
shift and width consistent with the
results from the iterative fit  
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Deuterium 

T iti hift d

X ray spectrum for coincidence time-gate.
continous background fit component is subtracted
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energy
(keV)

KD (2-1) 7.81
KD (3-1) 9.25
KD (4 1) 9 76
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.. ..
KD (inf.) 10.41
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X ray energy (keV)
K K+Khigh

kaonic deuterium K transitions ? 

kaonic deuterium:

for fixed shift= 700 eV    width = 1000 eV   K / (K+Khigh ) = 0.4

upper limit for K-series yield of
kaonic deuterium:

 g

.. 2 sigma hint of a signal y(Kd)  < 0.25 y(Kp) 
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Consistancy of KH experimental results ?

V
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Example of
statistical fluctuations

S
ID

D

S
ID

D

No significant (3 ) inconsistancy !No significant (3 )  inconsistancy !

looking at the deviation of the 3 experimental 
points from the average:
reduced chi-square for 2 degrees of freedomq g
=>  ~ 20 % propability

Note: stat. and syst. error where linearly added
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Towards SIDDHARTA-2
proposed new operation scheme of DAFNE:

SIDDHARTA 2
proposed new operation scheme of DAFNE:
Experiments in both interaction zones.
After 1st KLOE data taking period done, eventual beam slots for
SIDDHARTA-2  in 2012,2013 .. ? ,
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Requirements for a Kd measuremant

SIDDHARTA Oct 2009 data
Lum = 100 pb-1

I(2-1) ~ 700 events

SIDDHARTA-2 simulation for
shift = -800 eV   width = 800 eV  
intens: 1000, 500, 200, 1200, 600, 100

Fit precision: 
shift: ~ 67 eV width ~ 165 eV

(A) (B)

X ray energy (keV)X ray energy (keV)

for yield 1/10 of Kp yield and width 2 Kp widthfor yield ~ 1/10 of Kp yield and width ~ 2 Kp width
we need
~ 20 times reduction of background to get similar S/B
~ 1000 pb-1 to get 1000 events in Kd (2-1)  if efficiency of the setup is doubledp g ( ) y p
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Siddharta Oct. 2009 proposed SIDDHARTA-2 setup

Compilation of changes
Siddharta Oct. 2009 proposed SIDDHARTA 2 setup

target cell target cell K- stopped
SDD 
modules

X
 or p

6 cm

19.7 cm

7 cm
15 cm13 cm

4 cm

6 cm 6 cm

4 cm

kaon
trigger

kaon
trigger

K+ stopped

beam pipe

changed geometry and gas-density:   
closer, doubled gas density, upper kaon trigger DIRECTLY in front of target, smaller then entry window

added kaon livetime detector for K+- discrimination:

 or 
K stopped

added kaon livetime detector for K discrimination:  
identify K+ by delayed secondaries (=12.8 ns)   

added surrounding scintillators:  
„active shielding“,  anticoincidence during SDDs time window (~500 ns),  except
coincidence during „gas-stop-time (~ 5 ns, K- absorption secondaries) , not „behind X ray hit“g g p ( p ) y

SDDs operated at lower temp. to improve timing resolution
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new geometry
& gas density

better timing
resolution

Kaonstopper detector
below IP

anticoinc
outside „gasstop
time“

topological anti-
coincidence
at „gasstop time“

total
factor

Signal  per integr. 
luminosity

2.5 0.8 2.0

kaonic X-rays
f ll t

10 2
(K t i t

20 
from wallstops
/Signal

(K- stop in entry
window ident‘d
by K absorp. 
secondaries)

contin o s 3 4 2 2 14 1)-c
or

re
la

te
d

continuous
background
/Signal  /keV   at
ROI

3.4
(ratio of gasstops
vs.
decay+wallstops
increased)

2
(events due to decay
of K+ removed.
K- in target identified
by K+ decay in 
detector below IP)

(K+ decaying in 
target removed if
their secondaries are
detec‘d)

2
(„charged particle
veto“ against MIPs
passing the SDD or
its surrounding. 
=> SDD reponse)

14 1)

ka
on

-

beam background
(asynchron)

4 
(signal per trigger)

1.5 
(smaller
coincidence
gate)

2
(signal per trigger)

2
(„active shielding“)

24

CONCLUSION:   IF the future DAFNE background in the FINUDA pit is comparable to the 2009 
background at the KLOE side, and the Kd yields are not much smaller then 1/10 of the Kp yieldsbackground at the KLOE side, and the Kd yields are not much smaller then 1/10 of the Kp yields
THEN a quantitative Kd measurement is feasible (with ~ 800 pb-1)

1)  depends strongly on the actual response of the SDDs to MIPS 

)(
/

T

T

BAtT
STBS



S: Signal, B: background, T: trigger rate, ST : signal per trigger,  t: coincidence width , A: accidental rate, 

BT: K-corr. background in ROI, per trigger (lines+continous)
21



Preparatory measurements

Even without collisions in „our“ IP,  important things can be learned for SIDDHARTA-2

topology of background radiation – improve shielding geometry materialstopology of background radiation – improve shielding geometry, materials

test active shielding – efficiency, rates

SDD tests:  in IP zone and using BTF electrons:  setup: SDD + scintillator: 
temperature dependance timing vs. energy resolution
response to MIPs:   low energy tails in SDD-response to traversing MIP

X-ray or e± produced nearby in SDD moduleX-ray or e produced nearby in SDD module
X-ray or e ± produced from showers in massive material
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Summary and Outlook
Measurements of kaonic He-3 and He-4    L shifts published in Phys. Lett. B

K-p   results:  
shift  = 283 ± 36 ± 6 eV width  = 541 ± 89 ± 22 eVshift 1s = -283 ± 36 ± 6 eV width 1s = 541 ± 89 ± 22 eV 
Physics Letters B 704 (2011), 113-117

K-d    first measurement ever, exploratory measurement,  signal hints,  significance ~ 2, p y , g , g
upper limit for K-series yield.

hopefully.. extension of the experimental program:   SIDDHARTA-2        
with improved technique measure Kd other light atoms heavys Kp *with improved technique - measure Kd, other light atoms, heavys,  Kp → *   
Preparations under way. Start  2013 ?
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